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Abstract— Previous work has shown that interacting with
a human adversary can significantly improve the efficiency of
the learning process in robot grasping. However, people are not
consistent in applying adversarial forces; instead they may alter-
nate between acting antagonistically with the robot or helping
the robot achieve its tasks. We propose a physical framework
for robot learning in a mixed adversarial/collaborative setting,
where a second agent may act as a collaborator or as an
antagonist, unbeknownst to the robot. The framework leverages
prior estimates of the reward function to infer whether the
actions of the second agent are collaborative or adversarial.
Integrating the inference in an adversarial learning algorithm
can significantly improve the robustness of learned grasps in a
manipulation task.

I. INTRODUCTION

We address the problem of end-to-end learning robust
manipulation grasps in robotics. For instance, we would like
a robotic arm to learn how to grasp robustly a brush, to
perform a hair brushing task to a user using an on-board
camera.

This is challenging and it requires a large number of
samples. For instance, to achieve high accuracy by learning
in a self-supervised manner, researchers have performed
thousands of grasping attempts [1], which involved up to
14 manipulators over the course of two months [2]. Training
in a self-supervised manner requires a significant amount of
resources. Importantly, the feedback to the system is a binary
signal of grasping success or failure, rendering the system
unable to distinguish between stable or unstable grasps.

Recent work has leveraged robotic and human adversaries
to improve sample efficiency and grasping stability. Specif-
ically, researchers [3] showed that a robotic adversary that
attempt to learn how to “snatch” objects away from the learner
can improve sample efficiency. Our previous work [4] has
shown that human adversaries have proven to be particularly
good in enabling the robot to learn stable grasps since they
have an intuitive notion of grasp stability and robustness. They
interacted with the robot through a user interface, removing
objects from the robot’s gripper by selecting a direction that
the force would be applied. This guided the learning algorithm
towards more stable grasps.

However, people did not act consistently in an adversarial
manner. Our previous user studies have shown that people oc-
casionally applied forces that moved the object towards more
stable grasps, despite being instructed to act adversarially. In
a post-experimental interview, one participant stated that “it
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Fig. 1: In a mixed cooperative setting, an agent may act adversarially
or collaboratively, unbeknownst to the robot. By evaluating the object’s
configuration before an external force is applied, the robot can identify
adversarial forces and use them to learn robust grasps.

seems some perturbations were challenging; so after some
time I didn’t apply that perturbation again.” This indicates
that the participant did not follow our instructions and wanted
to assist the robot instead.

This indicates that robots should not rely on the strong
assumption of a consistently adversarial agent. Instead, they
should distinguish between adversarial and collaborative
actions, and use this information in their learning.

This work explores how the robot can learn in a mixed
adversarial/collaborative setting, when the second agent
acts sometimes adversarially and sometimes collaboratively,
without the robot knowing the agent’s role at a given time.
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Specifically, we focus on the grasping problem and we address
the following research question:

How can we enable effective learning of robust
grasps in the presence of both adversarial and
collaborative forces?

Our key insight is:
Adversarial forces will reduce grasp quality, which
can be estimated quite accurately with a prior
learning experience, while collaborative forces will
improve it.

We propose a generalized framework, where a robotic arm
collects data for a grasping task, interacting with a second
agent applying disturbances to the grasped object. When
the second agent applies a force, the system evaluates the
configuration of the object in the robot’s gripper before and
after the force has been applied, using the prior estimate of
grasping quality, as if the robot were to grasp the object from
these configurations. If the grasping quality has improved,
the system classifies this as a collaborative force and ignores
it. If the grasping quality has failed, or the object is no longer
grasped, the system classifies it as an adversarial force and
updates the learned policy, guiding the robot towards more
robust grasps.

We implement the framework in a virtual environment,
where we apply randomly generated forces on different
objects grasped by a robotic arm. We show that, compared
to treating all forces as adversarial, the robot can learn
significantly more robust grasping policies.

While there are limitations on the implementation in the
virtual environment, we view this as an exciting step towards
enabling robot learning in mixed adversarial and collaborative
settings.

II. RELATED WORK

We focus on enabling the robot to grasp objects robustly,
with a small number of interactions. Previous work [5], [6]
on grasping ranges from physics-based modeling [7]–[10] to
data-driven techniques [1], [2]. Deep learning combined with
self-supervision [2], [3], [11]–[13] analytical techniques [14]–
[16] and domain adaptation [17], [18] has been particularly
effective in this domain. In previous work [19], a robot learner
interacts with a robotic adversary, which attempts to either
snatch the objects away from the robot’s gripper or shake the
gripper to remove the object. Our own work [4] has shown that
a human adversary can be particularly effective in removing
objects away from the robot in a virtual environment and
therefore guiding the robot towards more robust grasps. Both
these works assume that the second agent acts consistently
in an antagonistic manner.

A significant amount of research [20]–[26] has focused on
learning through positive or negative feedback given by a
human supervisor who observes the agent’s learning process.
There has been significant work on how to best interpret the
human input, which sometimes is meant to encourage future
behaviour rather than reward or punish previous actions. In
our work, the agent applies forces directly to the robot’s
gripper, which can be either collaborative or adversarial.

Fig. 2: Difference between training with a human acting consistently as an
adversary and a human that starts assisting the robot in the later parts of
the interaction in our previous user study [4]. The red dots indicate human
success in snatching the object, while the green dots indicate robot success
in withstanding the human perturbation.

Our work also bears resemblances to generative adversarial
methods [27]–[29] which can increase classification perfor-
mance. We use estimates of the grasping configuration to
estimate whether the input to the discriminative model is
adversarial or not, before adopting the model.

III. CATEGORIZING EXTERNAL FORCES

Motivation

Our previous work has shown that applying adversarial
forces can improve the learning of robust grasps. However,
in our user study people did not always apply adversarial
forces, even when they were instructed to do so.

Fig. 2 shows the external forces applied by a participant
in the study who acted consistently adversarially, contrasted
with the forces applied by a participant that started acting
adversarially but then assisted the robot. The robot’s perfor-
mance during testing was significantly worse for the second
participant since the learning was guided towards more robust
grasps, misinterpreting the human actions as adversarial.

But how can the robot infer whether a force is adversarial
or collaborative?

Clearly, if a certain force successfully removes an object
from the robot’s gripper, no matter in what direction, or how
strong it is, this should be an “adversarial force.” The robot
should interpret this as feedback that the grasp is unstable
and update the policy towards more stable grasps.

However, when an object still remains in the gripper after
the applied force, the situation is more complicated. If the
agent applying the force is assumed to be acting adversarially,
this would imply that the grasp is robust and the robot should
receive a signal reinforcing the current grasp.

On the other hand, if the force was collaborative, then
interpreting it as adversarial might guide the learning towards
unstable grasps.

Therefore, one has to distinguish between different types
of forces. We propose doing this by observing the effect of
the force on the object’s configuration.

Categorization Factors

A collaborative force may differ from an adversarial one
based on a number of factors, such as direction, magnitude
and duration. One would also need to factor the presence of
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Fig. 3: Objects used in our experiments and ground truth scores of grasp robustness for grasps centred at the corresponding pixels in the image. The scores
are specific to a given object position and orientation. Yellow colour indicates more robust grasps.

Fig. 4: Comparison of the ground truth of robustness when grasping every
10 pixels on the grid (left) and the sampled predicted reward on the same
grid (right) for the bottle(top) and T-shape object (bottom).

nearby obstacles, that an adversary could use to remove the
object.

This work focuses on two main factors: (1) the force
magnitude, and (2) the direction of the force. Magnitude is
important since, regardless of the direction, if it is strong
enough to remove the object, then it should be classified as

“adversarial.” If it does not remove the object, then it should
be classified as (ineffective) adversarial or collaborative based
on its direction.

Grasping Robustness

We stated that we should classify a force as collaborative
or ineffective adversarial based on the effects on the object,
specifically on whether it moves the object from a “robust”
grasp to a “less robust” grasp.

The first step is to define grasp robustness; it is the
likelihood of withstanding external perturbation of various
different magnitudes and directions. We can, therefore, map a
given grasping configuration to a scalar metric of robustness
by applying random forces in a range of directions and
registering a scalar reward based on the effect of the forces.

To provide intuition on how grasping robustness can be
computed, we performed simulations where the robot attempts
repeatedly grasp centred at different points in an image
of 285x285. For every 10 pixels in the image, the robot
attempts 50 grasping attempts at random grasping orientations.
The simulation then applies a force randomly in one of
four directions (left-right, inwards-outwards). We define a
robustness score as follows: (0: Failed to grip, 0.5: Succeed
to grip and failed to stand against a force, 1: Succeed to grip
and stand against a force). Then, we filled the corresponding
position in the grid with the average rewards of 50 trials
depending on the effect of the forces, and we interpolated the
values filling up every pixel. Fig. 3 shows the result of the
experiment for five different objects. The same objects were
used in our previous work [4]. The yellow areas indicate
higher scores. While there are errors from the sampling
process, we see that the scores provide intuition on the more
stable parts of the grasp, for instance, they are higher towards
the centre of the bottle, or the left-most part of the T-shape.
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This data can not only inform grasp quality but also
classification of the different forces, based on how the object
moves inside the robot’s gripper; if a force moves the object
towards an area of a higher score, that would likely be a
collaborative force. The opposite would hold for an adversarial
force. While this is implemented in simulation, in the real
world such forces would be applied by people interacting
with the robot.

Of course, during grasping the robot does not have access
to these grids, which are specific to given object orientation.
We provide these grids only for intuition. However, the robot
can estimate the grasping robustness score using a partially
trained convolutional neural network.

Estimating Grasping Robustness
The key insight behind this work is that we can approx-

imate the ground-truth robustness score, described above,
using a partially trained neural network. We use the same
ConvNet architecture with previous work [1], modelled on
AlexNet [30]. The output of the network is scaled to (0, 1)
using a sigmoidal response function.

We initialized the network with a pre-trained model by
Pinto et al. [1]. The model was pre-trained with completely
different objects and patches. We then train the model for
25 iterations, using the adversarial learning framework from
our previous work [4], treating all forces as adversarial. This
gives a reasonable estimate of the quality of each grasping
configuration. While the framework will perform better for
previously seen objects, it will iteratively update a reward
map for new objects as well.

We then compare the reward predicted by the network
with the ground-truth computed with extensive sampling.
Fig. 4 shows the result of sampling 128 points in the grid and
interpolating between the points for the bottle and the T-shape
objects. While the reward map is simple, it has a comparable
structure to the ground truth obtained by extensive sampling.

This shows that we can use the very same network to
classify forces to different types, before integrating them
to the learning process. In turn, this will lead to better
predictions by the networks, that will iteratively make for
more accurate classification. We formally specify the problem
and the algorithm in Section IV.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We formulate the problem as a two-player game with
incomplete information [31], played by a robot (R) and a
second agent (A). We define s ∈ S to be the state of the
world. A robot and the second agent are taking turns in
actions. A robot action results in a stochastic transition to
new state s+ ∈ S, based on some unknown transition function
T : S ×AR → Π(S).

We assume that the second agent acts based on a stochastic
policy, also unknown to the robot, so that πA : (s+, aA).

The policy may either invoke an adversarial action, or a
collaborative action AA : Aadv ∪Acol.

After the second agent’s and the robot’s actions, the robot
observes the final state s++ ∈ S and receives a reward signal
r : (s, aR, s+, aA, s++) 7→ r.

In a collaborative setting, both agents receive the same
reward

r = RR(s, aR, s+) ≡ RA(s+, acol, s++) (1)

In an adversarial setting, the robot attempts to maximize
r, while the agent wishes to minimize it. Specifically, we
formulate r as a linear combination of two terms: the reward
that the robot would receive in the absence of an adversary,
and the penalty induced by the action taken by the adversary:

r = RR(s, aR, s+)− αRA(s+, aadv, s++) (2)

In Eq. (2), α controls the tradeoff between grasping objects
from the ground and withstanding disturbances.

The robot does not observe the reward of the second agent,
therefore it does not directly observe whether the second
agent intended to act adversarially or collaboratively.

Our goal is to improve robustness to adversarial actions:

πR
∗ = argmax

πR
E
[
r(s, aR, aadv)|πA

]
(3)

Through this maximization, the robot implicitly attempts
to minimize the reward of the second agent, when the agent
acts adversarially.

V. APPROACH

Algorithm

We parameterize the robot’s policy πR with a set of param-
eters W , represented by a convolutional neural network [4].

The robot observes state representation s and executes
action aR (Algorithm 1.) It then observes a new state s+,
and waits for the secondary agent to act, unless the result
is terminal state, e.g., the robot failed to grasp the object.
After the second agent takes an action, the robot observes
the final state s++. At this stage, it has to decide whether
the action was adversarial or collaborative; the parameterized
robot’s policy is updated only when the adversarial force was
applied.

If s++ is terminal, e.g., the object was removed from the
robot’s gripper, the given external force was adversarial.

If not, it compares the predicted reward that the robot
would receive before (state s+) and after (state s++) the
second agent acted.

In the grasping setting, we let aR+
s+ be the grasping

configuration, if the robot had attempted to grasp the object in
the same configuration as the one currently holding the object:
aR+
s+ ≡ (x+g , y

+
g , θ

+
g ), where x+g , y

+
g and θ+g the grasp position

and orientation at state s+. To compute the predicted reward,
the robot uses the state-action pairs (s+, aR+

s+ ),(s++, aR+
s+ )

and the network parameters W .
If the predicted reward in s++ is higher than in s+, then

the robot interprets the result as that the given action was
collaborative. Formally, we define a set of collaborative forces
ACol ⊂ AA as: ACol = {acol|acol ∈ AA∧Rs++−Rs+ ≥ 0}
where Rs indicates predicted reward based on state s . We
define the adversarial forces as AAdv = AA \ACol.

If the given force is decided as adversarial, the robot
computes the reward r based on Eq. (2), records the triplet
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Algorithm 1 Learning in a Mixed Adversarial and Collabo-
rative Setting

1: Initialize parameters W of robot’s policy πR
s

2: for batch = 1, B do
3: for episode = 1,M do
4: observe s
5: sample action aR ∼ πR

∗
6: execute action aR and observe s+

7: if s+ is not terminal then
8: observe the state s++ based on aA

9: if observed s++ is not terminal then
10: predict reward Rs++ .
11: predict reward Rs+ .
12: if Rs++ ≥ Rs+ then
13: label aA as "Collaborative"
14: else
15: label aA as "Adversarial"
16: else
17: label aA as "Adversarial"
18: if aA ∈ Acol then
19: continue
20: observe r given by Eq. (2)
21: record s, aR, r

22: update W based on recorded sequence
23: return W

(s, aR, r) and updates W . A new world state is then sampled
randomly.

Initialization

We initialize the parameters W by optimizing only for
RR(s, aR, s+), that is for the reward in the absence of the
adversary. This allows the robot to choose actions that have a
high probability of grasp success, which in turn enables the
external force to be applied in response. We then refine
the network by training it briefly with random external
forces using the adversarial learning framework from previous
work [4]. This provides good initial values of the predicted
reward that we can use to classify forces.

Grasping Prediction

Following the previous work [1], [4], we formulate grasping
prediction as a classification problem. Given a 2D input image
I , taken by a camera with a top-down view, we sample Ng
image patches. We then discretize the space of grasp angles
to Na different angles. We use the patches as input to a
convolutional neural network, which predicts the probability
of success for every grasping angle with the grasp location
being the centre of the patch. The output of the ConvNet
is a Na-dimensional vector giving the likelihood of each
angle. This results in a Ng × Na grasp probability matrix.
The policy then chooses the best patch and angle to execute
the grasp. The robot’s policy thus uses as input the image I ,
and as output the grasp location (xg, yg), which is the centre
of the sampled patch, and the grasping angle θg: πR : I 7→
(xg, yg, θg).

External Force

After a successful grasp, we sample uniformly the direction
(Dir) and the magnitude (F ) of an external force, so that:
Dir ∼ DU{1, 2, 3, 4}, and F ∼ U(Fmin, Fmax). We set four
directions for simplicity: Left, Right, Inward, and Outward.
From a top-camera view, the directions can be considered as
North, South, East, and West.

Categorizing Forces

After an external force is applied and the object is still
held by the robot, the robot reasons over whether the force is
adversarial or collaborative, by sampling an action from πR at
the states s+ (before the force was applied) and s++ (after the
force was applied). We use the network to predict the reward
for each action and label the external force as collaborative if
the reward has increased and adversarial otherwise. In practice,
we use for robustness a voting scheme, where we sample a
set of actions πR

s+ 7→ ((x+g , y
+
g ) + ε, θ+g ) ε ∼ N (0,Σ) and

classify the force as collaborative or adversarial based on the
majority of the votes.

We ignore collaborative samples, since otherwise the
robot may learn to grasp the objects in an unstable manner,
“expecting” a collaborative force. We also note that s+ and
s++ are observed using a top-view camera, identically to the
initial state s. While lifting an object changes the scale of
the object view, the CNN model is robust over the changing
scale and able to recognize the features of an object similarly
before and after lifting an object.

Reward System

Our reward system follows Eq. (2) and we use it as training
target. We set RR(s, aR, s+) = 1 if the robot succeeds to
grasp the object from the ground and RR(s, aR, s+) = −1
otherwise. We set RA(s+, aadv, s++) = 1 if the adversary
manages to snatch the object and 0 if the force fails.

Therefore, based on Eq. (2) and α = 1, the signal received
by the robot is:

r =

−1 failed grasp
1 successful grasp and the adversary fails
0 successful grasp and the adversary succeeds

(4)

VI. EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments aim to answer the following question:
in a mixed adversarial/collaborative setting, can we improve
the performance of the grasping policy by identifying and
ignoring collaborative samples? We trained and tested models
on simulated Mujoco environment having trained two types
of models: without force classification as in the previous
work [4] and with force classification.

Definitions

We name "pre-success" a case where the robot successfully
grasps an object and lifts it. "Post-success" is when the robot
successfully lifts the object and withstands external forces.
Finally, ’robust rate’ refers to the number of post-successes
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Type Bottle T shape Bar Half Nut Round Nut
Baseline framework [4] 69.59 32.16 28.2 83.27 84.96
Finetuned Baseline framework 80.36 82.18 83.38 86.24 91.86

TABLE I: Pre-success rate comparison between the framework from previous work and the finetuned baseline framework.

Object Type Bottle T Shape Bar Half Nut Round Nut
Force Type Adv Col Adv Col Adv Col Adv Col Adv Col
Detected / Total (Fraction) 10/14 19/25 20/23 24/33 31/38 24/29 21/24 19/27 15/23 39/44
Detected / Total (Decimal) 0.714 0.760 0.870 0.727 0.861 0.828 0.876 0.704 0.652 0.886

TABLE II: Force classification performance.

Test # Bottle T shape Bar Half Nut Round Nut
1 57 57 75 60 79 79 81 76 78 20
2 52 52 71 66 82 81 85 81 68 19
3 48 52 71 66 79 79 90 75 70 30
4 40 53 68 63 74 79 93 78 77 20
5 50 48 73 68 86 76 88 85 72 30
Average 49.4 52.4 71.6 64.6 80.0 78.8 87.4 79 73.0 23.8

TABLE III: Number of post-successes for 98 test iterations with (left) and without (right) force classification.

Test # Bottle T shape Bar Half Nut Round Nut
1 0.904 0.740 0.815 0.789 0.929 0.929 0.952 0.904 0.896 0.215
2 0.800 0.722 0.816 0.804 0.891 0.952 0.965 0.920 0.829 0.220
3 0.827 0.590 0.865 0.767 0.929 0.963 0.989 0.872 0.886 0.315
4 0.727 0.670 0.809 0.759 0.913 0.950 0.989 0.906 0.846 0.217
5 0.781 0.539 0.829 0.809 0.966 0.930 0.942 0.977 0.888 0.326
Average 0.808 0.652 0.827 0.786 0.926 0.945 0.967 0.916 0.869 0.259

TABLE IV: Robust rates for each object among 98 test iterations with (left) and without(right) force classification.

Fig. 5: Average success rates (left) and robust rates (right) without force classification (red) and with force classification (blue).

a b c d e

f g h i j

Fig. 6: Post-success scores (top) and robust rates (bottom) with force classification (blue) and without force classification (red).
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divided by the number of pre-successes, which indicates how
good the robot is in withstanding disturbances after it has
grasped the object.

Baseline Model

We extensively finetuned the baseline model to achieve
the best possible performance for a fair comparison. We
first changed the reward range from r ∈ [0, 1] in previous
work [4] to [−1, 1] in Eq. , since we observed that penalizing
failed grasping attempts resulted in higher pre-success rate
accuracy. Additionally, we introduced an exploration rule,
where if the robot failed to grasp the object from the ground,
the robot would randomly sample a grasping position and
orientation at the next time step, rather than picking the best
one. Table I shows the improvement in the baseline model
after fine-tuning, compared to the adversarial learning model
of the previous work [4] after 100 iterations in the 5 different
objects shown on Fig. 3.

Force Classification Performance

Before testing our framework, we want to assess whether
the system can accurately classify external forces. We focus
on ineffective adversarial forces, that is on adversarial forces
that fail to remove the object from the robot’s gripper. An
experimenter first applied an external force through a user
interface in Mujoco [4] and labelled the force as collaborative
or adversarial. We then compared the human labels with
the output of the classification system. Table II shows the
result in 100 iterations. We see that the system achieved high
performance in most of the objects.

Manipulated Variables

We manipulated (1) the robot’s learning framework and
(2) the objects that the robot interacted with. We had two
conditions for the first independent variable: (a) the robot
executing Algorithm 1, classifying forces as adversarial
or collaborative, and (b) the robot executing the baseline
adversarial framework from previous work [4], where it treats
all forces as adversarial.

We had five different objects (Fig. 3), identical to those
of previous work [4]. The objects are of varying grasping
difficulty and geometry. We used 100 iterations of training for
each object. We did not classify forces in the first 25 iterations,
in order to get a good prior to the predicted rewards.

Dependent Measures

We run 5 tests per object and learning algorithm, each
having 98 episodes, after the end of the training. During
testing, we did not perform any parameter updates and we
picked the best actions based on the learned policies. We
computed the number of post-successes and robust rates.

Hypothesis

We hypothesize that the robot trained with force classifi-
cation will perform better than the robot trained without it.
We expect that treating collaborative forces as adversarial
will reinforce grasps that are not robust. Based on the force
classification performance results in Fig. II, we expect the

proposed framework to distinguish and disregard collaborative
forces.

Analysis

Table III and IV show the post-success numbers and
robust rates of the two algorithms in each of the five objects.
A two way multivariate ANOVA with object and learning
algorithm as independent variables showed a significant
interaction effect between objects and learning algorithm
on both dependent measures (p < 0.001). In line with our
hypothesis, Post-hoc Tukey tests showed that post-success
attempts and robust rates were significantly higher for the
proposed framework, compared to the baseline framework
(p < 0.001).

We note that the post-hoc analysis should be viewed
with caution, because of the significant interaction effect.
To interpret these results, we plot the post-success numbers
and robust rates for each object in Fig. 5, as well as for each
test trial in Fig. 6.

We observe that the average post-success score is higher in
four out of the five objects. In the object ’Bottle’, we observe a
seemingly contradictory result; the proposed framework has a
lower post-success score, but a higher robust rate. The reason
is that the bottle is a hard object to grasp in the first place;
ignoring the collaborative forces leads to a smaller number of
training samples for the learning algorithm, therefore a lower
probability of picking up the object successfully. On the other
hand, when the robot of the proposed framework does grasp
the object, it uses more robust configurations, which explains
the difference in the robust rate.

On the other hand, at the round-nut, T-shape and Half
nut objects the robot can succeed in grasping them from a
range of different configurations, while there are significant
differences in the how robust these configurations are. For
instance, grasping the round-part from the centre of the circle
is significantly more robust to disturbances than grasping
it from the rightmost part. Therefore, for these objects, the
framework achieved better performance.

VII. CONCLUSION

Limitations

Our work is limited in many ways. To estimate the effect
of a force we assume a top-down camera view of the object;
in practice, occlusions may affect the image input to the
system, and it would be interesting to combine our approach
with active exploration techniques [32]–[34]. In addition, the
applied forces are sampled from a predefined set of directions
and magnitude. In real-world settings, we expect people
to interact with robots in richer, more nuanced ways [35],
and identifying adversarial actions will require higher-level
reasoning over their beliefs, desires and intentions [36].

Implications

Even in adversarial settings, people do not consistently
act as antagonists; sometimes they challenge each other,
other times they will give a helping hand. The same holds
for human-robot interactions, and being able to distinguish
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between collaborative and adversarial actions is essential for
effective robot learning. We are excited to explore further how
the robot can learn robust behaviours in mixed cooperative
/ adversarial settings in manipulation, navigation and social
interactions.
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